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A story of love, class difference, generational clash, betrayal and parental affection, all woven into a simple game set in post-colonial Ghana , magnificent! filming, charming Basilas, who occasionally gives heat, crazy passion in the scene in which he dances and squirms in front of his beloved, Juliette Bastide who plays his mother, a promising future. After the death of his mother, Basilasse
indulges in all serious, dancing, drinking and debauchery. Only for the sake of Juliette, he once again tries to save his marriage and return his love. Throughout the film, Bastiland tries to solve the problem of fathers and children, and look at his mistakes that he made in his youth, when he realized that he could not keep Juliette and returned to his mother. The film is beautiful, romantic, musical
and very beautiful. I highly recommend viewing. It turned out to be a strong, excellent film, even though it runs for a very long time. My rating is 8 out of 10. __________________________________________________________________ 5th place. "4:33. Shocking revelations" This movie was already on my list until I saw it here: Last Sunday I watched Renny Harlin's 433. At first glance, the
film seemed simple to me, but it is not. When I watched it, I was impressed by how beautiful the shooting turned out and how elegant the plot was. If you haven't seen this movie, I highly recommend you watch it. The film is based on a real life incident. This film is a tribute to memory, a tribute to human memory, gratitude for those who died in the name of love. In my opinion, itâ€™s worth
watching the film, itâ€™s dedicated to fans of the â€œaction movieâ€ genre, whose soul does not lie in bloodthirsty violence. Plot - 4:33, parts of 12 minutes, rich in events, sensuality, one of the best scenes in the film. I liked it at the end, the man did something stupid at the beginning of the film and the girl agreed with him that they should leave ... but after the kiss ... everything changed. The
film is amazing! Great acting, very beautifully filmed, just incredible! Bright and colorful shooting, incredible emotions and style, I liked it! My recommendation to all fans of films of this genre. I did not regret that I spent two hours and looked at it. 5 out of 10! ___________________________________________________
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